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Neither solid nor liquid it cannot be held, yet anyone who is unfortunate enough to come across it lives the
rest of their lives desiring only one thing: the piedra, the stone of legend... known by countless names down
through the ages: Aladdin's Lamp, The Philosophers' Stone, the elixir of life, the Midas touch, the I Ching,
the crystal ball, the lotus, the philter, the rune stone, and even star dust. When the piedra appears unlooked
for at the Triple Six, a bone-dry ranch in the north of Texas, its powers begin to act inexorably upon those
who are closest to it gradually drawing them into its enchanting and bewitching ways. Living in poverty and
wanting nothing more, Yanielle and her son Church are spared the more onerous effects of the stone, but
those around them soon find themselves ensnared in webs of desire as far-reaching and as ancient as the
legends that come with the piedra. Will Willem discover the secrets of the stone in time to save his family?
Or will the yearning for the powers offered by the piedra ultimately corrupt all who come near it?
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From reader reviews:

Eileen Lopez:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the e-book entitled Water and Stone. Try to face the book Water and Stone as your close
friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you really feel alone and beside associated with course
make you smarter than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more confidence
because you can know everything by the book. So , we should make new experience and also knowledge
with this book.

Jean Hogue:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try point that really opposite from
that. 1 activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you have
been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Water and Stone, you may enjoy both. It is
fine combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh seriously its mind
hangout guys. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Glen Hall:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you may
have it in e-book method, more simple and reachable. This particular Water and Stone can give you a lot of
pals because by you considering this one book you have thing that they don't and make you actually more
like an interesting person. That book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't know, by knowing more than additional make you to be great
men and women. So , why hesitate? Let's have Water and Stone.

Robert Denney:

A lot of book has printed but it differs. You can get it by online on social media. You can choose the top
book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is identified as of book
Water and Stone. You can add your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it might add
your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about publication. It
can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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